Simulation of arterial dissection by a penetrating external body using cohesive zone modelling.
In this paper, we study the dissection of arterial layers by means of a stiff, planar, penetrating external body (a 'wedge'), and formulate a novel model of the process using cohesive zone formalism. The work is motivated by a need for better understanding of, and numerical tools for simulating catheter-induced dissection, which is a potentially catastrophic complication whose mechanisms remain little understood. As well as the large deformations and rupture of the tissue, models of such a process must accurately capture the interaction between the tissue and the external body driving the dissection. The latter feature, in particular, distinguishes catheter-induced dissection from, for example, straightforward peeling, which is relatively well-studied. As a step towards such models, we study a scenario involving a geometrically simpler penetrating object (the wedge), which affords more reliable comparison with experimental observations, but which retains the key feature of dissection driven by an external body, as described. Particular emphasis is placed on assessing the reliability of cohesive zone approaches in this context. A series of wedge-driven dissection experiments on porcine aorta were undertaken, from which tissue elastic and fracture parameters were estimated. Finite element models of the experimental configuration, with tissue considered to be a hyperelastic medium, and evolution of tissue rupture modelled with a consistent large-displacement cohesive formulation, were then constructed. Model-predicted and experimentally measured reaction forces on the wedge throughout the dissection process were compared and found to agree well. The performance of the cohesive formulation in modelling externally driven dissection is finally assessed, and the prospects for numerical models of catheter-induced dissection using such approaches is considered.